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Abstract 
 

Molecular descriptors (Topological indices) are the numerical invariants of a molecular graph which distinguish its topology. In this arti-

cle, we compute edge version of topological indices such as Zagreb index, Atom bond connectivity index, Fourth atom bond connectivity 

index, Geometric Arithmetic index and Fifth Geometric Arithmetic index of tetrameric 1,3 adamantane. 
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1. Introduction 

 Chemical Graph Theory devotes graph concepts to encode the 

structure of a molecule. A chemical graph cites to a mathematical 

object that symbolizes the structure of several interconnections of 

a molecule. A chemical graph is basically a statement about nodes 

and links and their relations. A key concept in chemical graph 

theory and in molecular connectivity is the concept of valence of a 

vertex encoding atom, i.e., its connectivity degree. For a molecular 

graph H, with the vertex set V(H) and edge set E(H), a topological 

index is a numeric measure that can be computed from H. The 

order of a graph is V(H), represents cardinality of vertex (node) 

set denoted by m. The size of a graph is E(H), represents cardi-

nality of edge (link) set denoted by n. The degree (valency) of a 

vertex v is the number of edges incident to v denoted by deg(v). 

sv= uNvdeg(v), where Nv={u V(H): uv  E(H)}. The Line 

graph L(H) of a graph is the simple graph in such a way that the 

links in H are replaced by nodes in L(H) and two nodes in L(H) 

are connected whenever the corresponding links in H are adjacent. 

Comparing to other Molecular Building Blocks (MBBs) diamonds 

are most significant allotrope of carbon for its unique structure and 

chemical properties. Diamondoids are widely used in construction 

of nanostructures, a well known MBBs is diamondoids is shown 

in figure 1. The basic repeated unit of diamondoids is adamantane. 

Applications of diamondoids in the field of petroleum science, 

geochemistry, biomedicine, material science and nanotechnology 

can be found in [2,3,4,11]. 

Molecular descriptors such as generalized Randic index, Zagreb 

index, general sum connectivity index, atom bond connectivity 

index and geometric arithmetic index are taken in account for the 

analyze of bio-activity of a chemical compound in the study of 

QSAR/QSPR. For more results on molecular descriptors and edge 

version of nanostructures reader can refer [7, 8, 9, 10]. 

The study of topological indices was effectively initiated in 1947 

in chemistry by Wiener. He introduced a distance based topologi-

cal indices called Wiener index[13]. 

2. Edge version of topological indices 

The edge version of General Randic index was introduced by 

Bollobas and Erdos [5] defined as 

 

                                (1) 

 

for α = 1,1/2, -1/2,1 and where dL(H)(u) is the valency of the node e  

 dL(H)(v) is the valency of the node of line graph H. 

In [7], Gutman and Trinajistic defined the edge version of  Za-

greb index as 

 

                            (2) 

 

where dL(H)(u) is the valency of the node u and dL(H)(v) is the va-

lency of the node v of line graph H. 

Estrada et al reported the Atom Bond Connectivity index [5] and 

its edge version is defined by 

 

                (3)  

 

where dL(H)(u) is the valency of the node e and dL(H)(v) is the va-

lency of the node v of line graph H. 

The fourth edge version of Atom Bond Connectivity index is 

defined as 

 

                 (4) 

 

where sL(H)(u) is the sum of valency of the nodes adjacent with u 

and sL(H)(v) is the valency of the nodes adjacent with v of line 

graph of H. 
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The difference of geometric and arithmetic mean is defined as the 

Geometric Arithmetic index [12] introduced by Vukicevic and 

Furtula and its edge version is given by 

 

             (5) 

 

and its fifth version is defined as 

 

          (6) 

 

where dL(H)(u) is the valency of the node edL(H)(v) is the valency of 

the node v of line graph H and sL(H)(u) is the sum of valency of the 

nodes adjacent with u sL(H)(v) is the valency of the nodes adjacent 

with v of line graph of H. 

In [6] G.H.Fath-Tabar et al. reported the PI, Szeged and Zagreb 

group indices of the Tetrameric 1,3 Adamantane (TA[n]) and Ali 

AB et al [1] gave explict formulae for finding Szeged index, Wie-

ner index and edge Wiener index of an infinite array of Tetrameric 

1,3 Adamantane (TA[n]). In this article, we compute the edge 

version topological invariants of an infinite array of Tetrameric 

1,3 Adamantane (TA[n]). 

 

 
Fig 1: (a) Tetrameric1,3 adamantane[TA(1)], (b) Tetrameric 1,3 adaman-

tane [TA(3)] 

3. Edge Version Molecular Descriptors of Te-

trameric 1, 3 Adamantane [TA (N)] 

Unless stated otherwise, let M be the molecular graph of Tetram-

eric 1,3 Adamantane (TA[n]) and G be the line graph of the mo-

lecular graph of Tetrameric 1,3 Adamantane (TA[n]), n >2. There 

are 13n −1 nodes and 24n −6 links in G. Out of 13n −1 nodes 

6n+6 nodes are of degree three, (6n−6) nodes of degree four and 

(n−1) nodes of degree six,G has 24n −6 links with degree vertices 

three, four and six. 

 

 
Fig 2: (a) Line graph of tetrameric 1,3 adamantane L[TA(1)], (b) Line 

graph of tetrameric 1,3 adamantane L[TA(2)] 

 

Let us consider the edge partition of G based on degree, the first 

edge partition has (7n + 10) links with dL(M)(u) = dL(M)(u) = 3, the 

second edge partition has (4n −2) links with dL(M)(u) = 3 and 

dL(M)(u) = 4, the third edge partition has (7n −8) links with dL(M)(u) 

= dL(M)(u) = 4 and the fourth edge partition has (6n −6) links with 

dL(M)(u) = 4 and dL(M)(u) = 6.We now compute the edge version of 

Randi´c, Zagreb, Atom Bond Connectivity with its fourth version 

and Geometric Arithmetic index with its fifth version of H.  

 

Theorem 3.1.  

If G be the line graph of molecular graph of Tetrameric 1,3 Ada-

mantane [TA(n)], then 

 

 
 

Proof. Let G be the line graph of molecular graph of Tetrameric 

1,3 Adamantane [TA(n)]. Since from (1) we have 

 
For α = −1/2, we have 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 
After simplification, we get 

 

 
Similarly for α = 1/2,1,−1, we get 

 

 

. 
 

Theorem 3.2. 

If G be the line graph of molecular graph of Tetrameric 1,3 Ada-

mantane [TA(n)], then eM1(G) = 186n −78. 

Proof. Let G be the line graph of molecular graph of Tetrameric 

1,3 Adamantane [TA(n)]. Since from (2) we have 

 

 

 

 
By using edge partition, we get 

 

 
After simplification, we get   

. 
 

Theorem 3.3.  

f G be the line graph of molecular graph of Tetrameric 1,3 Ada-

mantane [TA(n)], then  
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Proof.  
Let G be the line graph of molecular graph of Tetrameric 1,3 Ad-

amantane[TA(n)]. Since from (3) we have 

 

 
 

By using edge partition, we get 

 

 
After simplification, we get                   

. 
 

Theorem 3.4.  
If G be the line graph of molecular graph of      Tetrameric 1,3 

Adamantane[TA(n)], then 
 

. 
 

Proof.  
Let G be the line graph of molecular graph of Tetrameric 1,3 Ad-

amantane [TA(n)]. Since from (5) we have 

 
 

 
 

By using edge partition, we get 

 
 

After simplification, we get 

 
 

Table 1: The Edge Partition of G 

 (sG(u),sG(v))     (9,9)   (9,10) (10,10) (10,17) (17,17)  (17,24)     

No. of. Edges  n+10  5n+2   2n-4       4n-2     6n-6     6n-6                  

 

Theorem 3.5  

If G be the line graph of molecular graph of Tetrameric 1,3 Ada-

mantane [TA(n)], then 

 
 

Proof.  
Let G be the line graph of molecular graph of Tetrameric 1,3 Ad-

amantane [TA(n)]. Since from (4) we have 

 

 
 

 
 

 
After simplification we get 

. 
 

Theorem 6.  
If G be the line graph of molecular graph of Tetrmeric 1,3 Ada-

mantane [TA(n)], then 

 

 
 

Proof.  
Let G be the line graph of molecular graph of Tetrameric 1,3 Ad-

amantane [TA(n)]. Since from (6) we have 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

By using edge partition from the Table 1 , we get 

 

 
 

After simplification we get  

 

. 
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3. Conclusion 

In this article, we computed edge version of topological indices 

such as Zagreb index, Atom bond connectivity index, Fourth atom 

bond connectivity index, Geometric Arithmetic index and Fifth 

Geometric Arithmetic index of Tetrameric 1,3 Adamantane. 
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